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Abstract: After 1990, the Muslim Turks and Tatars in Dobruja (Romania), the region where 
the community is concentrated demographically, as other Muslim communities in the 
Balkans, became the environment of interaction and confrontation between ranges of 
transnational actors. The objective of my research is to determine the influence and effects 
of transnational Islam on the community from Dobruja. Practically I will try to identify 
the transnational actors involved in the religious rebirth after 1990 in Dobruja, analysing 
their customs and plans of action and interaction in the Muslim community, their effects 
in the Muslim community, starting from the religious elite and down to the members of the 
community, including daily life, on the daily religious practice of Muslims from Dobruja but 
also on the religious personnel and education. Obviously, the analysis of the transnational 
Islam includes also the role of Turkey in the identity rebuilding of the Muslim Turks and 
Tatars from Dobruja, after 1990. The analysis of Turkey’s role will be looked at in the wider 
frame of the new external policy conducted by Turkey in the Balkans after 1990, mostly 
based on Turkey’s historical duty towards the Muslim communities from the area that include 
in their ethnic, cultural and religious structure the Ottoman background.
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transnationalism.

Introduction

After 1990, the Muslim Turks and Tatars in Dobruja (Romania), the region where 
the community is concentrated demographically, as other Muslim communities 
in the Balkans, became the environment of interaction and confrontation between 
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ranges of transnational actors. A part of them had an important role in the religious 
and ethnic rebirth of the Muslim community in post-communism. On the one 
hand, we are speaking about the presence of Turkish formal and non-formal actors, 
representative for the Sunni Islam, which characterizes the former Ottoman Balkans. 
On the other hand, we are talking about a series of religious foundations, rooted 
in the Middle East. These presences brought differences between local ‘traditional’ 
Islam belonging to the Hanafi religious jurisprudence school typical to the Balkans 
and, more particularly, to the Dobruja Islam, and the influences of the ‘orthodox’ 
Islam, deemed to be the ‘pure’ or ‘true’ Islam, (Ghodsee 2009: pp. 15–17) which 
in the Dobruja context consisted in Salafi influences specific of Arab Gulf states.

The objective of my research was to identify the transnational state and non-
state actors involved in the religious rebirth after 1990 in Dobruja, analysing their 
institutional profile, customs and plans of action and interaction in the Muslim 
community, their effects in the Muslim community, starting from the religious 
elite and down to the members of the community, including daily life, on the daily 
religious practice of Muslims from Dobruja but also on the religious personnel 
and education.

More precisely, I followed the influence of transnational Islam on the community 
from Dobruja, starting from the acceptation of Ina Merdjanova that the transnational 
Islam can be defined by the notion of umma, the universal Muslim community, as 
well as through its various forms of expression: transnational Islamic movements 
and organizations, migratory dynamics, diaspora networks, pilgrimage, cultural 
and educational links (Merdjanova 2013: pp. 54–56).

Methodologically the research is based on the documentary analysis, empirical 
research, on the information collected through qualitative methods (twelve semi-
structured interviews with Turkish officials in Romania, with the religious elite 
(local imams, a Mufti) and with the members of the Muslim community). The 
research is also based on participative observation, and informal conversations, 
in the rural and urban Muslim communities in Dobruja.

Islamic religion in Dobruja after 1990, between local context 
and transnational Islam

In order to understand the manner in which different transnational actors 
have acted in the field of religion we must firstly understand the situation of the 
Muslim community and of the Muslim religion immediately after 1990. During this 
time, the Islam religion from Dobruja became the field of reconnection between 
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the international Muslim community (umma) with the two communities while at 
the same time it became the confrontation field for imposing influence between 
different actors representing a neo-conservative version of Islam specific of the 
Gulf Arab countries and those representing the Hanafi, official version of Turkish 
Islam, following the Ottoman tradition.

Religion was the main interaction field between all the stately and non-
stately actors and the local level. To a sense Turkey relied mostly on the Diyanet, 
the Presidency of Religious Affairs, but the stately presence was preceded by 
the presence of religious non-state actors from Turkey, but also different NGOs 
deeply rooted in the Middle East who favoured a neo-conservative version of 
Islam. The post-communist situation of Muslims from Dobruja was characterized 
by insufficient human and material resources needed for reconstructing the 
community. This imposed external interaction for the members of the community 
as well as the religious elite. To be exact the lack of possibility of Islamic theological 
local training – along with the lack of organizational capabilities in accomplishing 
the pilgrimage to Mecca, one of the most important obligations in the life of 
Muslims, represented situations of interaction between the local community and 
the Islamic transnational actors. We are referring to Islamic non-governmental 
organizations (NGOs), a generic name covering charitable organisations that were 
not necessarily non-governmental (Bagherzadeh 2001: 430). They were followers 
of a neo-conservative version of Islam, specific of the Gulf Arab countries and 
the identity of those present in Dobruja immediately after 1990 is extremely 
hard to establish. Based on interviews and the press we can identify in the 
local area such international organizations like the Muslim World League (al 
Rabita), based in Saudi Arabia, along with bahai missionaries, followers of the 
Bahá’í Faith, with their central location in Israel. Also, the Turkish official policy 
represented by the Diyanet was completed by a series of activities conducted by 
Islamic environments of the fraternity type like Süleymanci, a neo-Sufi movement 
originating in the Sufi order Naqsbandi (Öktem, 2010: pp. 23, 36). All these 
organizations have approached the local community trying firstly to fulfil the 
material needs but also the void created by the communist period concerning the 
Islamic religious practice. Thus, these foundations started conducting activities 
to spread Islamic teaching through sermons, religion classes or published books 
(Alak, 2015: p. 324).

Among the typical methods for approaching the community, we can mention 
the creation of boarding schools aimed especially at kids coming from poor 
families. This practice involved taking care of the children with financial support 
coming exclusively from the foundations. Another form of approaching the local 
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community were the offers to send young men to study theology abroad. This 
solution was considered by the representative institutions, religious and ethnic, 
the Mufti’s Office and the Turkish and Tatar unions, to be the most accessible 
one immediately after 1990. The scholarship for the study of theology offered 
in Turkey but also states from the Middle East like Jordan, Syria and Egypt, 
offered by the international NGOs were seen as a possible solution to the pressing 
need of the Muslim community for training new imams but they represented 
at the same time a means of reconnecting with the Muslim world. According 
to Osman Negeat, the mufti from that period, the following number of pupils 
were studying in 1991 in seminaries abroad: in Sudan five pupils from Constanţa, 
four in Turkey, nine in Bosnia and Herzegovina, in Sarajevo, three in Egypt, 
in Cairo and four in Syria, 2 based on partnerships between these states and 
Romania in the education field.

Gradually, the influx of these foundations competing for influence and for 
imposing their own version of Islam on the community caused the dissatisfaction 
of the local Muslim leadership by underlying the existence of differences between 
the local Islam and the one promoted by these foundations. Meanwhile, the 
leadership of the Muslim Cult considered that the imams studying in Arab 
countries were exposed to conservative, neo-traditionalist teachings, and implicitly 
to the austere lifestyle promoted by this doctrine. It is a lifestyle that has little 
in common with the Hanafi Ottoman tradition in the form in which in survived 
in Dobruja in the secular context of the communist regime (Öktem 2010: p. 19). 
Thus they appear in Dobruja, or at least there was an attempt to spread new forms 
of devotion and new practices conflicting with religious practices typical for the 
Dobruja Islam and in general, with the autochthonous Islamic religious identity 
as it evolved while adapting to communist realities. In the course of these events 
there intervened an awareness of some differences between autochthonous Islam, 
traditionally belonging to the Hanafi jurisprudence school of thought,3 typical for 

2 See „Each person has a right to freedom of faith. Interview with Osman Negeat, Mufti, the 
representative of Muslim religion in Romania”, in Cuget Liber (Free Thought), April 4, 1991.

3 The Abbasid Caliphate represented for the sultans of Ottoman Empire from the beginning of 
the 19th century a model of governing and was the last centralised Sunni Muslim state. The Ottomans 
chose the Hanafi School in the official interpretation of the Islamic Law, a school favoured by the 
Abbasid state. The name comes from its founder Abu Hanifa (8th century B. C.) (Agoston, Masters 
2009: 3), belongs to the Turkish-Ottoman cultural area and is characterised by a strong position of 
the central government, the institutionalisation of the ulema in a hierarchy, the domination of Hanafi 
teachings, the influence of Turkish language and culture, the separation of the urban lifestyle, of 
art, architecture and daily routine. Most of the Balkan Muslims adhere to this school, considered at 
present synonymous with the Ottoman Empire and modern Turkey.
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the Balkans, and particularly the Islam from Dobruja and the neo-traditionalist 
discourse on Islam, promoted by the NGO’s. This had ideological implications 
because the influence of the new imams was perceived as an alteration of the 
local form of local Islam.

Gradually, the influx of the foundations, each competing for influence and 
for imposing their own version of Islam in the community, led to dissatisfaction 
in the local community and to underlying the differences between local Islam 
and the one promoted by these foundations. The presence of Islam in Dobruja 
since the 13th century, revendication from the Ottoman tradition of Hanafi school 
and the positive relations with other ethnic groups represented the arguments for 
invoking a historical legitimacy of the tolerant character of the Hanafi Islam from 
the former Ottoman territories from the Balkan region.

These differences in interpretation gradually evolved into contradictions between 
the Islamic NGO s, active especially in the community of Muslim immigrants and 
the local Hanafi Islam, of historical Ottoman origin, officially represented by the 
Great Mufti’s Office of the Muslim Community and the Muslim Turkish Tatar 
community. The imams who were formed in the 1990 s in the Arab countries 
became meanwhile representatives or leaders of different neo-traditionalist 
Islam NGOs. Some of them have existed from the 90’s until now, others are more 
recent. There was a constant and sinuous separation between them and the Great 
Mufti’s Office over the course of the past 20 years which was marked by reciprocal 
accusations. On the one hand, the representatives of the NGOs accused the Great 
Mufti’s Office and the local imams of lacking knowledge about the ‘pure’ Islam 
religion, perpetuating inventions (ar. bid’ah) and traditions, local heretic customs, 
tolerance and lack of proselytism in relation to the non-Muslims (Isac Alak 2015: 
p. 327). On the other hand, the Great Mufti’s Office launched accusations referring 
to the spread of fundamentalist Islamic teachings through sermons and religious 
publications and mentioned the danger of infusing the tolerant character of local 
Hanafi with radical ideas.

Parallel to these presences and evolutions which tried to impose themselves 
in reconfiguring local Islam, Turkey started counteracting their influences in order 
to maintain the character of the Sunni Hanafi Islam. This was particularly true right 
after 1990 and especially after 2000, when Turkey assumes the role of an Islamic 
moderate actor in the area. The main instrument used by the Turkish state in this 
official policy was the Presidency of the Religious Affairs from Turkey (Diyanet 
İşleri Başkanlığı), which allowed the Turkish state to play a role in the religious 
competition “market” created in former communist area from the Balkans until 
Central Asia.
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The Turkish official Islam (Presidency of Religious Affairs 
from Turkey)

The Diyanet was created in 1924 with its main attribution being the 
administration of religious affairs connected with faith, practice and moral principles, 
to inform society about Islamic religion and administer the religious buildings 
(Sunier et al., 2011: p. 32). Romania is on one of the few countries from the Balkan 
area where there exists an attaché for religious affairs. He is located at the Turkish 
General Consulate from Constanţa. The Diyanet ensures religious services in the 
area most of the time through the use of consultants working in embassies, like 
in the cases of Bulgaria, Macedonia and Albania (Korkut, 2010: p. 124).

The presence of the Diyanet in Dobruja became official starting with 2001, when 
an attaché for religious affairs was appointed at the Turkish General Consulate from 
Constanţa following a local request. The request was approved by the Romanian 
authorities, including the Ministry of External Affairs. The attaché role is to offer 
assistance and religious services to the Dobruja Muslim community.

One of the first initiatives was the project to renovate the mosque, as they 
have a symbolic value and are considered part of the Turkish-Islamic cultural 
heritage. A collaboration protocol was signed in 2006 between the Great Mufti’s 
Office of Muslim Community and the Diyanet and one the main clauses is 
financial assistance in renovating Muslim religious buildings (Yusuf Murat, Mufti 
of the Muslim Cult in Romania, personal interview, May 22, 2014). Generally, 
these projects, whether they were meant to renovate or construct, involved 
collaboration between the Diyanet, the local administration of different localities 
with Muslim population, the State Secretariat for Religious Cults, implicitly 
the Great Mufti’s Office of Muslim Community and the Association of Turkish 
Businessmen from Dobruja.

When considering formal religious education Turkey supported from the start 
the reintroduction of studying Islam in the state schools by supplying auxiliary 
teaching materials printed in Turkey and the curriculum was and it is almost 
identical to the one from Turkey. One of the most important contributions in the 
post 1990 period was the re-opening of the Medgidia Muslim Seminar, the only 
institution in Romania training imams. In this manner, the Muslim religious 
instruction became the field for the first interaction for the Turkish state through 
the Diyanet and the Dobruja community. The Turkish state assumed the financial 
support, intermediated by the Turkish Ministry of Education and the Presidency 
of Religious Affairs from Turkey (Diyanet İşleri Başkanlığı; Ö. K., deputy director 
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of the National College Kemal Atatürk, 2013), for expenses with the lodging, 
food, clothing and schools supplies for the students from this teaching institution.

The protocol signed in 2006 stipulates, along with the renovation of the 
Muslim religious buildings, support through editing religious literature, books and 
brochures. This in in fact one of the initiatives started by the Diyanet to influence 
the religious training of the post 1990 young generations. At the same time, it has 
retransmitted to the generations created in communism the religious and practical 
knowledge they learned orally and by mimicking the religious practice of the older 
generations. The religious literature the Diyanet offers consists in brochures for 
the understanding of the Quran, prayer books, compilations of the hadith, books 
of Islamic history and tries to fill the gaps created and set the norms for religious 
knowledge and practice according to the Hanafi official version which is specific for 
Turkey and the Balkan area. A great number of these books are in fact Romanian 
translation of the Diyanet publications that circulate in Turkey and other Balkan 
states with Muslim communities.

Another level where the support provided by the Diyanet is substantial, 
both symbolic and financial, is that of religious personnel. Based on the 2006 
protocol signed by the Great Mufti’s Office of Muslim Community and the 
Diyanet, the latter offers support through organising exchanges for the training 
of the religious personnel from Dobruja, religious assistance by sending religious 
personnel from Turkey to serve in the Dobruja mosques alongside local imams. 
Currently, there are in Dobruja 9 imams from Turkey who serve in the mosques-
historical monuments from the Ottoman period, like the ones from Constan’a, 
Mangalia, Medgidia, Babadag, Tulcea, and Hârșova (Y. M., Mufti of the Muslim 
Cult in Romania, May 22, 2014). Their activity is coordinated by the attaché 
for religious affairs from the Consulate. Finally, yet importantly, given the small 
salaries offered by the state, the Diyanet offers to the Muslim religious personnel 
financial support amounting to almost 100 dollars for the local imams, on top 
of the base salary. What is more, university and pre-university scholarships offer 
the youth access to theological learning institutions in Turkey (Y. M., Mufti of the 
Muslim Cult in Romania, May 22, 2014).

The Diyanet also conducted numerous activities in the field of informal religious 
education: it had the initiative of organising Quran reading courses for women. In 
Constanţa, the courses in organized in the Great Mufti’s Office, being offered by 
a trainer appointed by the Diyanet. In the past years, the trainer was the wife of one 
the Turkish imams serving in one of Constanţa’s historical mosques but starting 
with 2015 the courses are held by a member of the local community, a woman 
who graduated Islamic theology in Turkey. In the other localities where there exist 
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larger Muslim communities, such as Valu lui Traian, Castelu or Medgidia, the Quran 
courses are organized at the mosque and are taught by imams. The initiative first 
started with imams arrived from Turkey, but the practice was gradually adopted 
by local imams; at present, the courses are organized in certain communities from 
Dobruja on beginner and advanced level (Imam A. S., October 16, 2013).

Some of the Diyanet practices that have become common in the past 10 years 
falls in the Islamic tradition of charity. Some examples include sacrificing animals, 
sheep or cattle, with the occasion of the Kurban Bayram (Sacrifice Feast) and 
offering bundles for Ramazan Bayram (Musledin, 2011). Thus, on the one hand 
poor members of the community are supported, like in the case of Tătaru, Fântâna 
Mare, Mihail Kogălniceanu villages (Field observations 2014–2016), while on the 
other hand the culture of charity, zakat, one of the five pillars of Islam is enforced 
in the community.

Beginning with the presence of the Diyanet religious holidays started being 
celebrated, holidays that had stopped being followed in the local community during 
the communist period, such as Kandil Geceleri (the Holy Nights). These celebrations 
are specific for the Hanafi Islam from the former Ottoman territories. At the same 
time, the Diyanet organises a series of seminaries and events focused on topics 
like Kutlu Doğum Haftası (Mohammed’s Birth) or the Significance of the Month 
of Ramadan; in these events, the significance of these celebrations is explained 
to the community. Last but not least, while maintaining the inter-confessional 
dimension generally promoted by the Diyanet, the attaché for religious problems 
takes part in different meetings with representatives of other religious cults from 
Dobruja, trying to create a dialogue and a more moderate and open image that tries 
to integrate in this meta-discourse the local model of Dobruja interculturalism, 
while at the same time folding on the Dobruja regional identity built around the 
idea of interethnic and religious cohabitation, as a definite trait of that area (A. B., 
General Consul of Turkey at Constanţa, May 22, 2014).

The neo-Sufi movements or the Turkish unofficial Islam

The Turkish religious official policy represented by the Diyanet was supplemented 
by a series of movements like the Islam fraternities following the Sufi Naqsbandia 
tradition (Öktem 2010: p. 23). Their origins are situated in the beginning of the 
20th century but their current presence must be seen in the political and religious 
movement shaped in the ‘70s and ‘80s and which is known as the Turkish-Islamic 
synthesis. Initially, a conservative intellectual movement it turned into an ideological 
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movement (Kentel 2001: p. 376), defined as a fusion between Turkish nationalism, 
Kemalist authoritarianism, a strong Ottoman, and Islamic, component (Öktem 
2010: p. 31), considered a religion open to progress. Following the coup d’état from 
1980, according to this ideology, Islam was reintroduced as a state ideology, spread 
mostly through education towards society (religion and ethics courses became 
again mandatory) (Sunier and Landman, 2011: p. 16). The promoted Islam had 
a national character, controlled by the state, as an antidote against leftist forces 
considered a danger to national security.

These organisations, like Süleymanci for example, ideologically situated in 
the sphere of the Turkish-Islamic synthesis, have been described as neo-Sufi 
movement, originating in the Naqsbandi Sufi order. It follows the tradition of the 
sheik Suleyman Hilmi Tunahan (1888–1959; Öktem 2010: p. 36).

Süleymanci are identified as religious communities with specific identities and 
purposes (Solberg 2007: p. 441). The movement appeared in Turkey in the 20s and 
was a reaction to the closure of religious schools (Solberg, 2007: p. 443). Süleymanci 
prefers that religious education be coordinated and controlled by the community and 
there are critiques in Turkey over the control exercised by the Diyanet on religion. 
The movement appeared in Romania immediately after 1991, being represented 
by the Foundation for Islamic Services, with subsidiaries in Bucharest, Constanţa, 
Medgidia and Valu lui Traian. In Dobruja, there are social centres, organised on the 
principle of gender segregation, where children from different Dobruja localities 
are lodged. The children originate from poor Muslim families.

A predicator leads each of these boarding schools from Turkey, theoretically 
with minimal training in Islamic theology, more specifically high school studies, 
according to the official requests of the Great Mufti’s Office. Nevertheless, the 
status and studies of the Süleymanci preachers from Dobruja is debatable because 
the authenticity of Islamic theology diplomas put forward by some of them was 
contested by the Great Mufti’s Office. Thus, although the boarding schools are 
accredited from the point of view of social services, the theological training, 
thus their ability to teach the Islamic religions, of the Süleymanci preachers is 
an element creating suspicion about the legality and legitimacy of their actions. 
This has not prevented however the recruitment of young men as imams, trained 
in the FSI subsidiaries.

It is the case of K. A., who spent his adolescence until maturity in one of these 
foundations, later on becoming imam in one of the mosques under the authority 
of the Great Mufti’s Office located on the outskirts of Constanţa. He considers 
that religious education in the foundation was practically decisive in his choice 
to study Islamic theology (K. A., May 25, 2016). The financial support offered by 
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lodging him in the FSI centre from Constanţa, when he was training in a mosque 
subordinated to the Great Mufti’s Office, represented reasons for which K. A. 
remained close to the foundation. This is the main argument for parents and later 
on pupils when choosing this type of boarding schools.

Part of the youth from the FSI subsidiaries leave for Turkey where they study 
religion in the mother foundation and after they return, according to the hierarchical 
manner of functioning, in Romania they become pedagogues in the boarding schools, 
meaning they oversee the supervision and religious instruction of the younger 
generations. The FSI subsidiaries also have an important charitable role in the Dobruja 
Muslim community. The Turkish businessmen from Dobruja part of the Süleymanci 
movement mostly ensure this role. The donations towards the community consist 
mostly in mutton meat packages for the Kyrban Bayram and Iftar dinners during 
the fasting period (Ramadan) (G. B., May 23, 2016; C. A., May 27, 2016).

Arab NGOs

Islamic foundations have a humanitarian and cultural religious character tracing 
their roots in Arab states like Yemen or Saudi Arabia. They promote a speech 
attached to Islam neo-traditionalism with Salafi elements focused on the idea of 
pure Islamic manifestations and the following ideological criticisms addressed to the 
Mufti and the imams associated with Great Mufti’s Office: fundamental deficiencies 
with regards to the knowledge of the ‘pure’ Islam religion, perpetuating inventions 
and traditions, local heretic customs, anachronism in the teachings copied after 
sermons from the last century from Turkey and, as a paradox, excessive tolerance 
in relation to non-Muslims, a tolerance interpreted as dilution or cancelation of 
the Muslim identity.

These foundations (NGOs) promote religious and cultural activities including 
publishing books, brochures and magazines about Islam in Romanian, supporting 
Arab language classes, courses for reciting the Quran and for learning Islam, for 
women and children and the creation of the only online Islamic TV channel from 
Romania, participating in shows about Islam at different local TV stations.

Another directive is involvement in humanitarian and charitable actions 
– regularly sending donations and packages to isolated and poor Muslim areas 
from Dobruja, distributing food packages for Ramadan, co-opting youth from 
the indigenous Muslim community in different religious or charitable programs 
meant to integrate them in religious life.
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Conclusions

The new forms of patronage introduced by various Islamic charities and the 
instrumentalization of the idea of the umma for the pragmatic goals of foreign 
interests were noticed by the Muslim Turks and Tatars in Dobruja. The influx of 
various Islamic NGOs varying for influence and trying to impose their version of 
Islam provoked the local Muslim leadership.

Field research in the local community from Dobruja have proven that interactions 
with religious actors from the Arab area did not necessarily mean establishing 
and consolidating relations with the international Muslim community. On the 
contrary, the most visible effect was acknowledging a new specific character 
of local Islam and disagreement with certain practices of purist Islam that are 
considered abnormal for the Dobruja Islam. This has determined the members 
of the community to understand that they are Muslims in their own Dobruja 
manner that is culturally, historically and religiously located in the area of the 
former Ottoman Empire.

Although there are members from the local community, which visit the prayer 
houses created by the Arab NGOs and even if there are categories that regularly 
enjoy material support from them, it is the opinion of the majority that their 
presence represents a potentially destabilizing factor in the peaceful relations 
with the non-Muslim community. They can affect through the purist discourse 
and practices they promote what is considered an essential trait of the Dobruja 
Islam, namely its tolerant character, compatible with the realities and principles 
of a secular state.

It is very possible that the pro-American attitude in the area, supported by 
the American presence from the American military base located in the vicinity 
of the city of Constanţa, alongside the orientation towards the European Union, 
mostly determined by the economic advantages, a result of the free circulation, 
have contributed to create a local reticence, sometimes taken to aversion, towards 
radical interpretations of Islam that might affect the social relations with the non-
Muslim majority and might pervert in time the local form of Islam practiced 
here for centuries. From this point of view, the Dobruja Islam falls into what Ina 
Merdjanova (2013, p.72) calls the pacifist and tolerant character of Balkan Islam, 
claiming that there is an intellectual tradition and certain customs that affirm the 
values of peaceful coexistence in a pluralist society.

Consequently, she considers the source of this tolerant attitude to be the 
religious and ethnic diversity of the Balkan societies where Islam and Islamic 
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communities have evolved following the fall of the Ottoman Empire. Thus, the 
long-term danger that the puritanism promoted by the Arab NGOs represents for 
the traditional practices and beliefs of local Islam but also the good social relations 
with the majority have led to a reorientation towards closer ties with Turkey. It is 
very clear that the engagement of the institutions of the Turkish state and the neo-
Sufi foundations in Dobruja has consolidated the connections between Turkey 
and the local community and helped identify with Turkish Islam. With Turkey’s 
support, the Mufti’s Office adopted as a central strategy over the past 20 years 
promoting local Islam, considered moderate and tolerant, in order to counter these 
presences. It managed this firstly by strictly controlling the training received by 
imams in Romania, also turning to the drastic measure of requesting the annulment 
of theology degrees of those trained in Arab states, as already mentioned. Finally, 
yet importantly, they reaffirm their support and adherence to Turkish Islam in all 
the public statements made by the Mufti’s Office.

In order to understand the local position towards Tukey, against the influence 
of Arab NGOs, we must underline that the Dobruja community is a small one. 
This means that the situation cannot be structurally compared to other states from 
the Balkans like Bosnia and Macedonia, where exist large Muslim communities, 
with specialists in Islamic theology, part of them academics. In Romania, there 
is a small community, there is not Islamic faculty of religion and although there 
exist imams trained in Turkey, we cannot discuss about a strong Islamic religious 
elite. This affects the ability to produce from the inside strategies to maintain the 
Islamic religious identity. In this context, we can say that the Turkish Islam, strongly 
represented locally by the Turkish state and non-state actors, and closer to the 
local forms of interpreting Islamic religion, represents at least for the moment the 
way for the community to fall back and maintain Islamic identity.

The manner in which Turkish state institutions and the Neo-Sufi foundations 
will evolve in the policy between Turkey, the European Union and the USA. This 
will be influenced by how Turkey’s attempt to join the European Union will evolve 
and whether Turkey will still be perceived by the USA and Europe as a Muslim 
state, promoting a moderate Islam.

Interviews

A. B. General Consul of Turkey at Constanţa. (Personal interview, 22nd of May 2014).
A. S. Imam. (Personal interview, October 16th of October 2013).
C. A. (Personal interview 27th of May 2016).
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F. S. (Personal interview, 31st of July 2014).
G. B. (Personal interview, 23 rd of May 2016).
K. A. (Personal interview, 25th of May 2016).
O. A. Imam of Bucharest. (Personal interview, 4th of April 2014).
Ö. K. Deputy director of the National College Kemal Atatürk (Personal interview, 
18th of September 2013).
S. Imam. (Personal interview, 25th of October 2015).
S. M. (Personal interview, 24th of October 2015).
Y. M. Mufti of the Muslim Cult in Romania. (Personal interview, 22nd of May 2014).
Y. M. Mufti of the Muslim Cult in Romania. (Personal interview, 26th of May 2016).
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